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1. Introduction 

This guide is intended for UCLDC Project Stakeholder Group members—and campus library staff 
designated by PSG members—to facilitate quality control checking of metadata records and/or 
digital files that have been imported into the Nuxeo DAMS system. 

Collections in Nuxeo 

We are taking a phased approach to loading collections into Nuxeo, working through different 
formats and ouput types. We have not yet loaded all content from all campuses, and in some 
cases we have loaded files but not yet metadata records.  

A "snapshot" list of the collections in the pipeline is available on the page "DAMS collections in 
process."  We will be loading additional collections over the course of upcoming releases, with 
the goal of importing all collections into Nuxeo by later 2014. 

If your campus library has collections slated for importing into Nuxeo, and those collections 
have not been loaded yet—or if your campus will not be using it—you should feel free to 
peruse Nuxeo to see the results from other campuses. 

Process and timeline for QA checking 

Once we have completed the process for importing the metadata and/or files for one of your 
library's collections, we will contact you via e-mail to confirm -- and ask you to begin the 
process of QA checking the metadata and/or files for that particular collection.  At that point, 
please conduct QA checking within a 2-week timeframe.  See Step 5, below, for details on 
reporting QA results. 
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A note on Nuxeo’s interface 

Please note that we haven’t fully customized what campus library staff will see on each screen.  
Nuxeo supports a wide range of configuration options, and we’ll be consulting with you soon on 
refinements to the interface, including what you see on the default screens and what is 
presented in Nuxeo’s Document Management and DAMS module views. 
 

2. Establish your UCLDC account 

In order to access Nuxeo, you'll need to establish a UCLDC account.  If you haven't already done 
so, please complete Step 1 outlined here. 
 

3. Login to Nuxeo and access your collections that have been imported 

3.1. Login to Nuxeo using your Single Sign-On account: https://nuxeo.cdlib.org/nuxeo/  

3.2. Once logged in, you'll see the default landing page in the Document Management module.  

 

3.3. Click on the "Asset Library" option, and select your campus from the left-hand navigation.  
You'll now see Project Folders for each collection that has been imported; the Project Folders 
are named after the collection.  (In some cases, there are additional nested Project Folders; 
these mirror the arrangement of the files as you provided them to us on the hard drives).  Click 
on the Project Folders to see the items that have been imported (either files only, or files plus 
metadata records). 
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3.4. Select an individual item from the list.  Scroll down to view the complete metadata record 
that was imported. 
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4. QA check your collections 

For each collection that has been imported, please check the following: 
 
A) Files: We've imported master/preservation versions of files into Nuxeo, as your campus 
library has provided them to us. In lieu of importing derivative versions of the files (thumbnails 
and service images), we will be utilizing Nuxeo to generate these on-the-fly from the 
master/preservation versions that are managed in Nuxeo.  Please spot check to confirm that 
the files were imported as expected.    
 
B) Metadata: We've imported your metadata records into Nuxeo, which involved mapping data 
values from your metadata records into the UCLDC metadata scheme (as configured in Nuxeo).  
Please spot check to confirm that the metadata records were imported as expected, by 
reviewing sample records vis-a-vis the original/source versions of the metadata records (that 
you provided us with on the hard drives, and/or as they are currently hotsed in your collection 
management systems).   
 
Things to note regarding metadata: 
 
Mappings 
In most cases, there was a direct one-to-one mapping of data.  For example: 
 
Source metadata 
element 

Source metadata element 
value 

UCLDC metadata 
element 

Imported data value 

Title "27 A 400" boat, Newport 
Beach, California: 
Photograph 

Title "27 A 400" boat, Newport 
Beach, California: 
Photograph 

 
In a few cases, we concatenated or separated data values in your metadata records, in order to 
map them into the UCLDC metadata scheme -- for example:  
 
Source 
metadata 
element 1 

Source 
metadata 
element 
value 1 

Source 
metadata 
element 2 

Source 
metadata 
element value 
2 

UCLDC 
metadata 
elements 

Imported data 
value 

Format/Mediu
m 
 

Photographic 
negative 

Materials 
dimension 

4 x 5" Physical 
description 

Photographic 
negative; 4 x 5" 
 

 
 
Campus library department/unit and related collection information 
We did not import data values that either reference 1) the name of your campus library and 
department/unit, as the institution responsible for the collection, or 2) the name of an 
associated description of the collection (e.g., in the form of a URL or title for a finding aid).  In 
lieu of these data values, we have supplied a URL reference to the name of your campus library 
and department/unit, and the name of the collection, as defined within the Collection Registry–
which is serving as the central "authority file" for this information.  We will ultimately utilize the 
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information from the Collection Registry to drive display of this information within the UCLDC 
public interface. 
 
Source metadata 
element 

Source metadata 
element value 

UCLDC metadata 
element 

Imported data value 

Collection Title Hugh R. McMillan 
Photographs 

Collection https://registry.cdlib.org/api/v1/collection/20/ 

 

5. Report QA issues / confer on results 

Once you've completed the QA process within a 2-week timeframe, please contact us at 
ucldc@ucop.edu to confirm.  At that time, please let us know if the results meet your 
expectations -- or if you've identified any problems. 
 
When noting issues, please record the information for example object(s) -- e.g., title, identifier, 
or other indicator -- to facilitate further troubleshooting. 
 
If you've identified any problems, we can arrange a web conference call with you to discuss the 
results of your QA checking, and consequently determine if the metadata mappings need 
adjustments and/or the import process should be re-run. 
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